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ABSTRACT. The object of this work is to study existence, bifurcation and
symmetries of small solutions of the nonlinear equation: La: = N(m,p, £)+pf,
which is supposed to be equivariant under the action of the group Dm. We
assume that L is a linear operator, N(-,p,e) is a nonlinear operator, both
defined in a Banach space X, with values in a Banach space Z, p, e and p
are small real parameters and f is a fixed element of Z. We show that the
symmetries of the equation imply the existence of symmetric solutions. We
also prove that under a generic condition the symmetric solutions are the only
feasible ones. Some examples of nonlinear ordinary and partial differential
equations are analized.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let X, Z be Banach spaces. Consider the equation,

Lz=N(m,p,e)+pf (1.1)
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where L : X —+ Z is a continuous linear operator, N(',p,c) : X —0 Z is

a nonlinear operator, f is a fixed element in Z and p,e,p are small real
parameters.

If F, f are representations of BM, m _>_ 2, over X and Z, respectively, and
if equation (1.1) is (Dm, F, f‘)—equivariant, our main results state that, under
certain conditions, there exist small symmetric solutions. We also analyze
the variation of the number of such solutions as (p,p,c) varies in a small
neighborhood of the origin. Under certain generic conditions we show that
the symmetric solutions are the only feasible ones.

Previous works have been developed by many authors to Duffing’s Equa—
tion and more generally to equations of the form

5+z=9(z,P)+#f (1-2)

where f is 27r/m-periodic, m 2 l is an integer, g is nonlinear, p and ,u are
small parameters.

Hale and Rodrigues [4] studied Duffing’s Equation

i+m=pz+z3+pf, (1.3)

where f is an even, 27r-periodic real function, such that IO“ f(s)cossds 75

0. Besides describing the bifurcations they proved that the only small 27r-

periodic solutions of (1.3) are even functions of t. Using these results they
studied in [5], the damped Duffing’s Equation:

5+$=pz+z3+5i+pcost.
Rodrigues and Vanderbauwhede [6] generalized these results to abstract

nonlinear equations in a Banach space, and more applications were given,
including to nonlinear partial differential equations.

Furkotter and Rodrigues [1],[2] considered the case where f is 27r/m-pe-
riodic, with m 2 2. Under a certain generic conditions, they proved that
the small 21r-periodic solutions of (1.2) maintain some symmetry properties
of the forcing term f, when p 75 O. Vanderbau-whede [8] also presents some
related results, for systems of ordinary differential equations.

In §2, using the equivariant Liapunov-Schmidt method, the implicit func-
tion theorem, we reduce equation (1.1) to an equivalent symmetric complex
equation.

In §3 we present the normal form of complex Dm-equivariant functions
and using these results we find a set of solutions of (1.1) which are either “har-
monic” or “subharmonic”. Under our assumptions, if f is (Dm,f‘)-invariant
the equation L1 = f has a unique solution, say Kf, that is (Dm, F)-invariant.



We show that each solution of (1.1), determined above, has at least one sym-
metry of Kf‘ We also find the bifurcation surfaces in the (p,p,c)-parameter
space.

In §4 we discuss the special case of equation (1.1), where the operators L
and N(~, p, E) are (0(2), 1‘, l‘)-equivariant and j is (1),,,, l‘)-invariant. We show
that, under a specific condition, the small solutions of (1.1) must necessarily
inherit some symmetry of K]. We also study the genericity of such condition.

In §5 we present some applications of our results to nonlinear ordinary
and partial difierential equations. We point out that in some respects our
examples are more general than the ones presented in the CltL'(l earlier papers.

The results of this paper indicate that when one truncates the Taylor
series of the nonlinearity, it is important to consider terms up to a sufficient
large order. Otherwise the informations of our theorems may be lost. For
example if one intends to apply our results to the pendulum equation 13 +
fsinv : p(] + cos mwt) for w close to 1.00 : \/g—/—L, one should use all the
terms of the Taylor expansion of sin v, around 1) : 0, up to the order 1)” if

m is odd and up to the order v""H if m is even.

2. HYPOTHESES AND LIAPUNOV-SCHMIDT REDUCTION

In this work we will be concerned with the abstract equation:

L2=N(:c,p,e)+pf (2.1)

where f belongs to the Banach space Z. Let X be a Banach space and
L:Xi—->Z be a continuous linear operator. We assume that A = (p, p,e) varies
in an open neighborhood A of origin in IR3 and I 6 Br : {z E X : [ml < r}.
\Ne indicate by BC"(B, x Q, Z) the space of all functions defined on Br x Q

with values in Z, which have bounded and continuous derivatives up to the
order I: in B, x Q, where Q is an open neighborhood of the origin in R2.

Throughout this paper we suppose that m 2 2 and s E {0, 1} are fixed
integers.

As a basic reference for notations and for some general results that will
be mentioned in this chapter, we indicate Vanderbauwhede [7] and also
Golubitsky [3].

Consider the following hypotheses:

(H1) L2XHZ is a Fredholm operator with zero index and
kerL = span {111,112}.

(H2) There exist representations F, f‘ of the group O(2) over X and Z, re—

spectively, and continuous projections P, Q over X and Z, respectively,



such that the followings conditions are satisfied:

PX = kerL, QZ = span {whwg},

U—QM=RM%

mm1 = cos ¢u1+ sin (lug,

mm, = - sin qSul + cos 4m,

Ffu1=u1, 11,112: —U2,

I‘(¢))w1 = cos ¢w1 + sin ¢UJ2,

P(¢)w2 = — sin d>w1+ cos dez,

wa1 1: W1 and P7102 = —‘UJ2 .

(H3) i) f (g) L: = L(I‘ (in—f) z), (—1)‘f‘,Lz = rm;
fi)flfififlf=fam (4Yfif=f;
iii) N E BC’"+3(B, x 9, Z), is an odd function of z for each fixed

A = (p,e) in Q,N(:c,p,e) = [19/1 +£le + Q3m3+ R(x,p,e), where
14,3 6 £[X,Z), Q3 6 C3(X>Z)> REM) = OUPII + lfl‘l + |z|3)
as (as,p,e) —» (0,0,0), and f‘ (2f) N(:L,p,c) = N(I"(%n1) I,p,€) ,

(—1)'F,N(:z:,p,£) = N(l‘,z,p,£).'
iv) f‘(¢)A = AF(¢) v ¢ e IR and QAul = w1+, .

It follows from (H2) that P and Q can be chosen in such a way that
they are respectively (O(2), P) and (O(2), f‘) equivariant. Also from (ii), one
obtains Qf: 0. Hypotheses (H2) implies that L restricted to (I — P)X has
a continuous inverse K : R(L) H (I—P)X, satisfying KL: = (I—P): and
LK(1—Q)z = (1—Q)z, V2: 6 X, V2 6 Z.

Let Dm be the subgroup of O(2) generated by the matrices Ra;- (rotation)
and ‘T = diag(1, —1) (reflection). We will indicate by f‘, the representation
of Dm over Z defined by: I-‘J-(Rzfi) = N?) and fj(7') = (-—-1)-" f‘, , j = 0,1.

It follows from (H3) that equation (1.1) is (Dm,F,f‘,)—equivariant. By
application of the equivariant Liapunov-Schmidt reduction method, writing
3 dzi-f u + v, u E kerL, v 6 (I — P)X, the equation (1.1) is reduced to the
systems:

v = KU — Q)IN(u + was) + Pfl (2-2-a)



O = QN(u + v,p,e). (2.2.b)

From the implicit function theorem it follows that (2.2.a) has a unique
solution v'(u,/\), in a neighborhood V C (I — P)X, for (u,/\) in a small
neighborhood U x A, C kerL x A of (0,0), such that v‘(0,0) = 0. Moreover
v‘(u, A) is a smooth function of (u,A) in U X Al.

The neighborhoods U and V can be chosen in such a way that F(g)U = U
and I‘(9)V = V, V9 6 Dm. The function v‘(u, A) is (Dm, T)-equivariant with
respect to u.

If we substitute v' in (2.2.b) we obtain the following (Um, l‘, l‘,)-equivariant
equation,

M(u, A) dzd QN(u + v'(u, A),p,e) : 0. (2.3)

ldcntifying the subspaces kcr L and QZ with the set of complex numbers
03, by the isomorphisms:

X(au1 + bug) d:cf a + bi

O'(aw1+bwz)d=da+bi
where a,b 6 IR, we obtain the equivalent complex equation:

M(z,A) ‘fé’ UM(X_lz,/\) = o, (2.4)

where A 6 A1 and z E X(U).
In the following lemma we show that equation (2.4) inherits the symme-

tries of the original equation.

LENIlVIA 2.1 If hypotheses (H1), (H2), and (H3), are satisfied, then for
(z, A) E X(U) X Al we have:

a? M(z,A) = M(ei’:'z,i) , (2.5.3)

(—1)‘M(z,A) = M(2,A) . (2.5.b)

The proof of the above lemma follows in a natural way from the relations:
[XF(¢)X“1]Z = [UP(¢)O"1]2 = e‘4’z, and [XF,X‘1]2 = [O'I‘.,O"1]z = 2,
V2 6 (E.

3. THE BIFURCATION EQUATIONS
In this chapter, we show that the symmetry assumptions of the original

equation, imply that the complex form of the bifurcation equation can be
written in a convenient normal form, that will be very helpful to obtain our
main results.

In the sequel we will denote by Bf the open ball of radius r, centered in
the origin in IR".



LEMMA 3.1 Let 0 < e < r, H E BC’(B,"‘+",IR) and f E C’(B,",IR"‘)
with f(0) = 0 and such that:

Gr“) = {Ch/til”:c E Bf} C H"({0}).

Then, there exists if : BF“ --» £(lRm,lR) of class C], satisfying:

H(I,y) = fl(21y)(y _ f(.’l:)), v($)y) E an+n '

PROOF. The statements of the lemma follow essentially from the following
equalities:

Hwy) =
O fiHmoweo—flonw

= /0 5; (we) + an — f(r)))d9 - [y — fun.
COROLLARY 3.2 IfH E BCz(Bf,IR) and (p : R2 —-» IR is a nontrivial
linearfunctional such that kerlpflB,2 C H'1({0}), then, there exist 0 < 6 < r
and H E BCI(B¢2,IR), such that:

H(I,y) = Maw-May), Way) E 33-

THEOREM 3.3 Let m 2 2, s 6 {0,1} and q 2 1 be fixed integers and
Bf C (D. If M belongs to space BCm+7(B,2,C) and satisfies the relations
(2.5.a) and (2.511), then, there exist a real number 6, O < E < r, and real
functions f = fm'” g = gm.” defined in BE'C (D, of class C9 and C"?—1

respectively, such that:

(—i)'M(Z) = f(2)2 + £7(Z)(5)""1 » (3-1)

where

f(z - ei’f = j(2) = f(z) and (3.2.a)

g(z - 6514) = g(2) = g(z) , Va E B? . (3.2.b)

PROOF. Let H(z) d=°‘ 1m [(—i)'M(z)2] : 133 H IR. Following the ideas of
[8] our assumptions imply that H(ze‘f) = H(z) and H(E) = —H(z). Thus
H(z) vanishes on the zeros ohm-(1,31) {if sin(j£—)z — cos(j£)y.

A successive application of Corollary 3.1, gives for z in Bf :

H<z> = H(>"i_1 we) .



where H is a C" function.
The above remarks, applied to w(z) arc-f 1m(2)"‘, instead to H(z), imply

that there exists a function ib(z) such that

w<z> = M11 we).
Since the functions w(z) and “1-2—01 <pJ(z) are homogeneous polynomials

of the same degree, it follows that there exists a nonzero constant c such that

"ii m) = c"w<z> dé‘ go),

and so
H<z> = g<z>fm<z>m

for z 6 BS, where e > 0 is sufficiently small.
Let W(z) dz“ (-—i)‘M(z) -g(z)(z)m—1 "sf win) + iW2(z), where W1, w2

are real functions. From the definition of H and from H(z) = g(z)]m(2)”‘ it
follows that

7

0 = 1m [mm - 21 = Wz<z)x — W1(z>y,
where z = z + iy. Therefore, W2(Z) = 0 if y = 0. Using Corollary 3.1 we see
that there exists a C‘"1 function f such that W2(z) = f(z)y. The relationship
between W1 and W2 implies that W1(z) = f(z):r and so W(z) = f(z)z .

Therefore,
(‘il'MM = f(2)2 + 9(2)(5)m_1 ,

for z in a sufficiently small neighborhood of origin and this completes the
proof of (3.1).

Since the function w(z) = ]m(2)"‘ has the same symmetry properties of
the function H(z) it follows that (3.2.b) holds.

From (3.1) and (2.5.b), respectively, we obtain:

f(2) ' IZI2 = (—i)'M(Z) ' 2 — 9(Z)(5)"'

and
((—il'M(2)5) = (—i)'M(2) ' Z ,

which imply (3.2.a).

COROLLARY 3.4 Suppose hypotheses (H1), (H2) and (H3) are satisfied.
Then, there exist 01 realfunctions f d:Cf fm', and g

d=cf
gm', defined in Bf x A1,

such that the bifurcation equation (2.4) is reduced to:

(—i)'M<z, A) = f(z, A); + go, new“ (3.3)



where
“71

f(ze‘:a’\) = f(2,A) = f(z)A)
and

7-
g<ze‘=,A) = go, A) = go,»

If we let 2 d:Cf re‘d’, r 6 IR, ¢ 6 [0,7r) in equation (3.3) we obtain the real
equations:

F(r,¢,A) ‘i—i‘ r[f(z, A) + g(z,A)r"‘"" cos ms] = 0 (3.4.3)

G(r, ¢, A) d:Cf rm" sin(m¢)g(z, A) z 0 (3.4.b)

For each fixed A
, to each solution (r, 46) of the above system there corre-

sponds the solution:

dam) = x—‘(re‘o“xx-Hem
= rF(¢)u1+v'(r,¢,A)

of the original equation (1.1), where v‘(r, oS, A) d:Cf v'(rP(¢)u1, A).

Let J(r, 45, A) d:Cf f(z, A) + W“2 cos md>g(z, A) .

LEMMA 3.5 Suppose hypotheses (H1), (H2) and (H3) are satisfied. Then,
for each fixed (1) in [0,7r), the function J(r,¢,A) has the following represen-
tation in a neighborhood of (r, A) : (0,0):

JO“, 95, A) = P + 7.(¢)€ + /\.(<15)/12 + a-(d>)r2 (3-5)

+ £.(¢)w + o(|p| + lel + if + 7-2),

where
m(¢>) d=°f Re [(—i)'e-‘¢0QBP(¢)u1] ,

mo) d=°‘ Re [(—i>'e-“0QQ3((F(¢>u1in] ,

w) def 3Re [(—i)'e”“0QQ3(F(¢)u1,(Kf)2)) ,

and

0 if m953,
e.(¢)‘1—5‘ {

3Rel(_i)'aQQ3((r(¢)U1)2i Kfll if m = 3 -

The proof follows by using Taylor’s expansion.



ltElVlARK 3.6 For m > 2 the coefficients 7,(¢) and ),(¢) are independent
of q‘) and they are given by:

7. "=°'Re[(-i)'oQBu1] ,

A, "z"we[(—i)'aQQ3(ui,(Kf)’)l -

For m = 3, the coefficients a,(j§) j = 0,1,2 are independent ofj and
they are given by:

a, défRe[(—i)'O'QQ3(u13)J .

Ifthe homogeneous polynomial Q3(1:3) given in (Hg-ill) satisfies f‘(¢)Q3(:r3):
Q3((F(¢)z)3) for any ¢ in IR then a,(¢) is independent of ¢ and it is given
as above.

Now, let us analyze the bifurcation equations (3.4.a) and (3.4.b).
We remark that r = 0 solves both equations. The corresponding solution

1(0,¢,/\) : v'(0, d>,A) does not depend on ¢> and it is F(%n1)-invariant. This
solutions will be called “harmonic”.

Since G(r,¢j,,\) = 0 if (151 = ji j : O,...,m — l, in this case we only
have to solve J(r,¢,~,,\) = 0. If r # O solves this equation then the corre-
sponding solution I(r,¢j,)\) of (2.1) is F(2w)-invariant and it will be called
a “subharmonic” solution with phase (15.

To find the points where bifurcation occurs we have to solve the system:

J(r, 45“: A) = P + Mme + A.(¢J)#’ + a.(¢;)r’
(3.6.a)

+ £.(¢,)w + o(lel + Ipl + p’ + r?) z 0,

J,(r,¢j,/\) = 2a.(¢,~)r + £.(¢,')u + 0061+ lPl + lrl + £12): 0.
(3.6.b)

A simple calculation shows that det {a—a({%)}r_’\_o=2a,(¢j). If a,(d>,) 7‘- 0,
it follows from the implicit function theorem that the above system has a
unique solution r = r(p,£,¢>,~) and p : p(p,£,¢j), in a small neighborhood
of r = 0, A = 0.

Fm“ definition ofmm A) and (38) obtains:

JV» 451, A) = f(re“°’,A) + r'""g(rc""i, A)

and
f(re“""+’:", A) = we“) -



These equalities imply that J,(0, at“ A) = 0, j = 0, . . . ,m — 1 and m 76 3.
The substitution of r = 0 in the first equation gives

P = —7.(¢,)€ - MOW!” + °(l€| + if)-

Then the unique solution of the system is given by r = r(p,¢j,e) = 0
and p = phat, 9151) = —7.(¢Jl€ - MM}? + 0(|fl + it”)-

l’or m = 3 the functions r —-,r(/L c,q5,) and p ,-- p(/i,c,¢J) satisfy p :
1001,le = POM? iland r(#,6,0)= ”(mail-

LFrom (3.6.b) one obtains r = 2—27); + o(]c] + [pl + u”), where r)
15! _{‘(0),

and the substitution in (3.6.a) gives

2

P = —7.6 + (4711. — A.) [12 + o(|cl + if).

Then we have proved the following:

THEOREM 3. 7 If hypotheses (H1) (H2), and (H3), are satisfied, 4): =
j;, j =0,. ,m— 1 and a,(¢,) 76 0, then in a small neighborhood of A-— O
the bifurcation surfaces (of subharmonic solutions with phases ¢>J~~_ j; ) are
given by:

“If

P : _'l':(j_ .77 i.
.

2lE—f\:(J§)/f+0(|£l+u’), J=0,1 if m=2,

P = —'y,€ _ Adi-2 + o(l€l + iii): if m > 3

and

p=—7.e+(n —A.)#’+0(|Cl+#2l, ifm=3-4a,

The total number of harmonic and subharr’nonic solutions with phase (15,

varies with A
, according to Fig. 3.1, Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3form = 2, m = 3

and m > 3 respectively, for 7:6) < 0 < 7,(0), 0 < A,(3;-) < A,(0),
(19:7 — A.) < 0 and 7, < 0 < A,. Furthermore the solutions zz:(r, gig, A) of the
original equation (2.1) inherit some symmetry ofo, that isJ I‘(—¢_,~):r,(r, 45» A)
and I‘(—¢,~)Kf are P,—invariant forj = 0,...,rn — 1.



FIGURE 3.1

FIGURE 3.3



Uulunlc and Rudrigucs

PROOF. It remains to prove the last statament of the theorem.
,From our symmetry assumptions it follows that the function K(1—Q)N :

B, x Q C X x IR? H X is F(%n1)-equivariant.
Therefore,

F(¢J)K(I _ Q)N(F(—¢J)$,p,€) _—_ F(_¢J)K(1 _ Q)N(F(¢J)$,p,f). (37)

ford>1=jfi,j=0,...,m—1 .

LFrom F(%n!)f = f one obtains

rcquxf=ruggxf (so
forj :O,...,m—1.

It follows from the implicit functions theorem and from the identities
(3.7) and (3.8) that F(—¢j)v'(r,¢,,z\) is Prinvariant, where (15 = ji, j =
0,...,m — 1. Therefore the solution m(r,d>J-,A) = rP(¢j)#i + v'(r,¢j,>\),
with phase ¢j of (1.1), is such that P(—¢j)x(r,¢j,/\) is P,-invariant, like
I‘(—¢>5)Kf-

4. GENERICITY FOR “AUTONOMOUS” NONLINEARITIES

In the sequel we consider the special case of equation (1.1) by taking
5 = 0. The operators L and N should present an (O(2),F,f‘,)-equivariance
and f is (Dm,f,)-invariant. Here in s = 0,1 indicate representations of
the group O(2) over Z which are extensions of the ones defined in §2 for the
subgroup Dm. We still assume that m 2 2 and s 6 {0,1} are fixed integers.
We will be concerned with the equation:

Lz+N($,p)+uf, (4-1)

with the assumptions (H1), (H2), and with the following additional hypothe-
ses:

(H4) (i) N(z,p) = _pA:z+fi/(:r:)+o([p:c|) : B, xA C XXIR —» Z, where A E
(XX, Z), N E BCm+3(B,, Z) is odd function in m with N,(0) = 0

(ii) f‘(¢)Lz = L(I‘(¢):c), (—1)‘f‘,Lz = an ,v¢ 6 IR;

(iii) I.“(¢5)N.($,JD) = N(F(¢)=¢,P) ,

(—1)‘I‘,N(m,p) = N(I‘,:c,p), V4: 6 IR;

m>fl§n=f wd(4ynf=f;



V) QAU] = L014" .

Since (H4) implies (H3) it follows from §3 that equations (4.1) has a set
of small solutions which are either harmonic or subharmonic solutions with
phases qt, =jfr51,j= 0,...,m —- 1.

Under certain conditions, we will prove that those are the only feasible
solutions of equation (4.1). We also analyze the genericity of such condition.

LEMMA 4.1 Under hypotheses (H1), (H2) and (H4), the function G(r, 45, A)

defined by (3.4.b) with A = (p,p) satisfies:

G(r,¢,p,0) = U. (4.2)

If, in addition m is even then

Ohm—y) = G(r>¢,P,#) - (4.3)

PROOF. The first statement follows from the‘ fact that for p = 0 the func-
tion (—i)'e“¢1\l(z,A) is real, where z = re‘d’. The second is consequence of
the identity:

i

v'(u,p,u) = —v'(—u,p, —#) ,

which follows from the implicit function theorem and (2.2.51).



COROLLARY 4.2 Under the hypotheses (H1), (H2) and (H4), the func-
fimcmunmhwwdmm

mr “llisinm¢(p+---) if m isodd,
G(r,¢,p,#) ={ (4.4)

rm'1p28inlmd>(p + - - -) if m is even;

where (- - -) are terms of order Oflrl + [pl + l/il), as (r,p,p) —o (0,0,0) and
p = pow) is M“ by:

-
{

éguuwiol for m even,
P(N,f)= (4-5)

9,40) for m odd;

where g is as in (3.2.b).

THEOREM 4.3 Suppose the hypotheses (H1), {H2}, (H4) are satisfied and
a, > 0. Up = p(N,f) 74 0 then the only small solutions of equation (4.1)
are either harmonic or subharmonic with phases 45] = ji, j = O, . . . ,m — 1,
where A = (p, p) is small and u 35 0.

PROOF. From (4.4), if p 3£ 0 and p :,£ 0, G(r,¢,p,p) : 0 implies r = 0 or
¢=¢j =ji,j=0,...,m—l.

For T = 0 the solution z(0,¢,A) = v‘(0,¢,/\) is harmonic and I“ (2:15)-

invariant. If r 74 0 and 45 = ¢J~ the corresponding solution m(r,¢>J-,A) =
I‘(¢j)u1 + v‘(r, qty, A) is subharmonic with phases ¢J~ , as we pointed out in
5,3.

LENIMA 4.4 Ifm is even, under the assumptions (H1), (H2) and (H4) the
solution of the auxiliary equation: v‘ d-ftf v‘(r, ¢,o,p), has the following form:

v‘ = MH + W: + W: + 0(H + IMF“

where,

w, “1—5‘ w1(Qa,...,Qm-1,f,r,¢,n)=0(IrI+I#I)°,

W2 1-4 W2(Qm+12fir)¢i“) = 0(lrl + ll"l)m+1

and ka 5 Qagém), k=0,...,m+1.
PROOF. The result follows just by using induction on k.



LEIWNIA 4.5 Under the hypotheses (H1), (H2) and (H4) _with m even, the
coefficient p = p(N, f) defined by (4.5), is continuous in UV,” and has the
representation:

MN)”:5(Qm+1,(Kf)2)+5(Q3,---,Qm-1,f) (46)

where 5(-, ', -) is a continuous trilinear real function defined in £m+1(X, Z) x
A" by

5(Qm+l>fl>f2) dzd

(lsf m+1 ti (m—2)/2 771—1
1 jo— m—l—Zj 2,’

— —
2 zm—x ijo zj (_ ) QQm+1(ul >u2 7 hf?)

. m_ m —1 - m- - ~

+ 7' Z§=0 2)/2 <
2J‘ +1 >(_1)JOQQm+1(u1 1

(21+1))u§]+1:f17f2)J

and 5(Q3,...,Qm_1,f) is a function off and ngH withl Sj 5 % _1
(5 does not depend on Qk, for k > m—l ).
PROOF. By (4.4) it follows that:

__ 1 2, am+1
p(N,f) = r”- 0 mG(O,¢,0,0)sin m¢7d¢. (4.7)

If we let I(s,¢>) ct—if Im [(—i)‘e“¢0’Q] we obtain from (2.3), (2.4) and
Lemma 4.2 that:

G(r,¢,0,p) = 1m[(—i)'e-‘¢M(Z,A)]
= I(s, ¢)N(rI‘(¢)u1 + v‘(r, d), 0, y), 0)
= I(s, ¢)N(rP(d>)u1 + pKf + W1 + m + W, o)

(m-zm
,

= 1(57¢) Z Q2j+1(7'r(¢)ur + PKf + W1)?“
j=1

+ m, ¢)Qm+1(TF(¢)ul +Mfr“ + 0 ((Ir| + 1mm”) ,

where W = OUT] + |p|)"‘+3.
The coefficient of the term of order r'""1p2 in the Taylor expansion of

as, ¢)Qm+1(rr(¢)ux + mm, in my as given by:

5(Qm+1,(Kf)’) sinmsb + (—1)fzm-* ”2“ at sin we] .

k=l



If we let

5(Q3, . . . ,Qm_1,f) 4—5!

dz”f.” x“:;>2/21(s,¢)a—.—i%¥;—.s {oh-Heroin]

+ pKf + W’1)7j+1}r=“=0 sin m¢ dd>

we obtain from (4.7) the identity (4.6).

The continuity of p(1i/,f) follows from (4.7).

REMARK _4.6 If m is odd the coefficient pm, f), defined by (4.5) is con-
tinuous in (N,f) and has representation:

p(N)f)=”(Qm7Kf)+D(Q3)"')Qm—2)f)

where u(-, ) is a continuous bilinear real function defined in £m(X, Z) x X
by:

we... f) d=°‘

azer __ 2m 1Aikflm— 1)/2(m2__ 1_)( 1)JO’QQm(um121,112U2 jrf)

+E§mo"” (Zn-+1 )(—1)’0QQm("‘ 2m”, ui’“,f)]

and D(Q3,...,Qm_2,f) is a continuous function which does not depend on
Qk for k>m—2.

For each pair (m,s) of integer numbers, m _>_ 2, s E {0,1}, we consider
the Banach spaces:



H; dzd {N E Bm+3(B,Z)/N is odd and

(0(2),F,f,) - equivariant with NAG) = 0} ,

T):n dzd {f G Z/f is (Dm,l:‘,) - invariant} .

The next theorem provides a sufficient condition in such a way that
p(N,” # 0 holds generically in H; x ”D; .

THEORENI 4.7 Suppose the hypotheses (H1), (H2), (H4) are satisfied where
m 2 2 is even. If there exist fo 6 D5“ and Q9n+l E Em“(X,Z), such that
the homogeneous polynomial I E X r—+ Q31+1(m"‘+1) E Z belongs to H; and
5( 9n+1)(Kf0)2) # 0, then

2p d=“ {um e H; x D; /p<N,f> # o}

is open and dense in H; x D;

PROOF. For a fixed element (N, f) in H; x D; — 2p consider the sequence
(Nhfk) in H; x D; defined by:

(N)f+)l‘f0) if (N1f+%f0)ezpt
(Nkifk)=

_ -
(N + ngnm f+ ifo) if (N,f+ fife) 95 13p-

from the hypotheses 5( 21+1,K2f0) :,é 0, it follows'that the polynomial.

gm ‘3—5‘ 5( 9n+1,(Kf + ago?) does not vanish in 1 = (—e,e) - {0} if
e > 0 is sufficiently small. Let ko be a positive integer number such that

i < e. We will show that (Nbfk) belongs to 2, if k > Ice .

For a fixed I: > kc, if (N, f + {fa belongs to 2, then (Nhfk) 6 SP. On
the other hand, if (N, f + fife) ¢ 2, then p(N, f + fife) = 0. In this case
we have:



pow» = P(N+%Q?n+1,f+%fo)

= 6(Qm+1 + ioiflixu £Kf0)7>

+ 5<Q3,...,Qm_,, f+ i“)
= 5(Qm+1,(Kf+%Kfo>2)

+ 5<Q3,---,Qm-1,f+ ifo) + i5< f’n+1,(Kf+ iK/(y)
= p(fv, f+§fo)+%q(%)#o.

Therefore (Nhfk) 6 Ep .

[From the inequality

(||Q?,,+1||+nfon)a~l>—‘“(Ninfkl " (NJolll §

if follows that (Ni, fk) converge to (N,f) in H; x 79,21, as k —-» 00. Therefore
72], = Hg, x D; .

The continuity of p(1tl,f) implies that EP is open.
Using the same ideas, one can analyze the case m 2 3 , m odd, to obtain

the following similar result:

THEOREM 4.8 Suppose the hypotheses (H1), (H2), (H4) are satisfied where
m 2 3 is odd. If there exist fo 6 D5" and Q?“ E L'"(X,Z) such that,
the homogeneous polynomial z E X H Q?n(:c"‘) E Z belongs to H1" and
u( f", Kfo) 74 0, then ~

2p={(1lf,f)€ Hz. x m/pu‘u) 94 o}

is open and dense in H; x 13:11.



5. EXAMPLES

EXANIPLE 5.1 Consider the nonlinear scalar equation:

LF+f£=[10+€H(t)l=6+.rJ(-7¢)+’1($,i,10,€)+#f(t)i (5-1)

where, m 2 2 is a fixed integer and

(a) p,p and 5 are small parameters;

(b) f, H : IR i—i IR are continuous, g-periodic, even functions;

(c) h : IR4 H IR is a C'"+3 function, which is odd in m, L’s-periodic and
even in t and it is of order o([p:c| + [£:c|) as (z,p,e) —) (0,0,0);

(d) g : IR H IR is an odd Cm+3 function with g'(0) = 0 and gl3)(0) 74 0.

The equation (5.1) can be put into the abstract form (2.1) by taking
x 45034111, IR), 2 ":°' 02,011,111) with the C? and CO topologies, respectively,
and (L$)(-) dz“ :'i:(~)+:c(~) : x H z, N(:c,p,£)(-) dz“ [pA+£B]z(-)+a3z3(-)+
R($,P,€)(') Where R(I»P,5)(') d=°f 9($(')) — 0313(') + h($(~),('),P,E), 14,3 6

ax Z)“ Ar(-) = x0) Br(-)—— H<~>z<~> and as 4—5‘ %9(3)(0)-

Let r: 0(2) cor) and 1": 0(2) z:(z ) be defined by I‘(¢)z(-) dz“

z<~ — 4b), mac): z<— i, wi: fwx and r ——1'“ /X
Then the hypotheses (H ) (H 2)an d(H) are satisfied with s _—0 ul( ):

W()=C°S()andw()=w2()= 55110)

The projections P E £(X)nandSQ E £(Z) are defined by:

f(-)d=°'$2421f(s)wj(s)ds-wj(-) and P = Q/X-

Since (10 = §g(3)(0) 74 0, from Theorem 3.7 follows that equation (5.1) has
small 27r-periodic solutions z(t) which are either harmonic or subharmonic.
In the last case there exists j,j = 0, . . . ,m —1 such that z(t — ¢_,-) is an even
function of t, where ¢j = ji .

In the special case, f(t) dag H(t) = 1 + cos mt and h(t,z,p,e) d_—°.f (p +
5 cos mt): 2:3 the bifurcation Surfaces are given by:



p = —§c — ‘fagp’ + o(|cl + p“) and

p = —%e — %5°sfl’+0(|€|w) for m= 2»

p: —c—§%§—fa3p2+o(|6l+p2) for m=3

and,

P=—€~303l1+,(mz——1—_)27uul+o(l£|+p) for m>3.

Consider now equation (5.1) with e = O. Concerning to the genericity
described in §4, to use Theorem 4.7 we consider the function fo(t) = 1 +
cos mt, which belongs to "D; for m even and the homogeneous polynomial
&+I(x(-)) = mm“(-) : X r—i Z which belongs to 7-131. After some calculation

one obtains
m6<Qi+1,<xfo>’>= (717W 9&0.

Therefore, for most pairs (g,f) such that g and f satisfy (d) and (b)
respectively, the only small solutions of (5.1) with e = 0 and y 75 O are either
harmonic or subharmonic solutions with phases ¢J~ = ji, j = 0, . . . ,m — 1.

That is, if x(t) is a small 27r—periodic solution, either it is even harmonic or
there exists j, j = 0, . . . ,m — 1 such that :r:(t '~— ¢j) is an even function of t.

With some adaptations, one can establish similar results in the case m
odd.

EXANIPLE 5.2 Consider the nonlinear system of equations:

W = AOW + [p + eH(t)]AW + g(W) + h(W,t,p,e) + #F(t) (5.2)

where m 2 2 is a fixed integer, and

(a) W E IR.2“,p,p and e are small real parameters;



2

—2 0 —wk 0
where w is a positive real number which is not integer, k : 2, . . . ,n '

l
(b) AC = diag(A§’,...,Ag), A? = <

0 ), Ag =< 0 W)

(C) F : IR —» 1112" and H : IR —o EUR“) are continuous, iii-periodic and
H is even;

_1
(d)A:diag(A1,...,An)where/ik:(LO, 05> , k:1,...,n;

6

(e) 9:1R2" ._. IR?" is a cm+3 odd function with g'(0) = 0, g<3>(0) ¢ 0 ;

(f) h : IR?" X R3 H IRZ", (W,t,p,e) H h(W,t,p,e) is a C""+3 func-
tion, which is odd in W, even and iii-periodic in t and h(W,t,p,e) =
o<|pWi + IEWI) as (WW) H (0,0,0i-

(g) for 5 dzd diag(51,...,5n) where 5k ‘i—if diag(1,—1), =1,...,n , one
has, —Sg(VV) = g(5W), 5H(—t) : H(t)5, ——SF(—t) = (t) and
_Sh(ufi_tip)€) : h(5vvit>p)€)'

The equation (5.2) can be put into the abstract form (2.1) by defining Xd-é‘

050111112"), Z dz? 02,011,111“) with the topologies C" and Co respectively,

(LW)(-) 42 We) — A0W(-) : x- H z,
N(W,p,e)(-) dé’ UJA+cB]W(-)+Q3(W3(-))+R(W,p,e) where R(W,p,e)(-) =
g(W(-)) — Q3(W3(-)) + h(W(-),(‘),p,e), B E C(X,Z), BW(-) = H(-)AW(-)
and Q3 : 3139(3)(O).

Let f : 0(2) H £(Z) and r : 0(2) H coo be defined by f‘(¢)W(-) def

W(-—d>), fawn d—é‘ SW(—-),VW(-) e z, 1*(¢)"_—°.‘1"(¢)/X and r, "z“ fr/x-
The hypotheses (111), (112) and (113) are satisfieci for systems (5.2) with s = l
and

u1(t) déf (cos t, —2 sin t,0, . . . ,0) ,

u2(t) d:er (sint,2cos t, 0, . . . ,O) ,

w1(t) 4g (cost, " 1i"',0,...,0) ,

wz(t) dzd (sint, °°T",O, . . . ,0) .



The projections P E £(X) and Q E £(Z) can be defined by:

21
(f(5)yur(5))ds'u1'(‘)

and

M) “=°‘ fl— Z /O"(f(s>,w,(s)>ds - um,
where (-, ) is the usual inner product of lit“.

If a, = 54; 02'(Q3(u13(s))-w2(s))ds ;£ 0 the system has harmonic and
subharrr.onic solutions with phases ¢J = jib j: 0, , , , ,m — 1_

Let m 2 2 a fixed even integer. Consider equation (5.2) with c = 0

and h(W,t,p,0) : 0. Concerning to genericity described in §4, to use
Theorem (4.7), we consider the function F0(t) drcf ((1—m)sinmt,2 +
2(1 — m) cos mt,0, . . .,0) which belongs to D3" space and the homogeneous
polynomial:

o?n+1<W( >>= co-1(w;"“(~>,wr“<>... wn‘f‘oWm )) :x H z,
where i

M“) : (W1(-), ' ' ' » W2n(')) )

which belongs to 712". After some calculations one obtains

5(Q9n+1,(Kfo)2) = - T5221? ye 0
Therefore for most pairs (g, F) such that ( ) and ( ) are satisfied, the only

small solutions of equation (5. 2) with e—- 0 and p40 are either harmonic
or subharmonic with phases ¢,—- jm, j—— 0,...,m — 1. That15, if W(t) =
(W1(t), . ..,W2n(t)) is a small 21r-periodic solution either it is harmonic or
there exists j, j = 0,...,m — 1 such that W(t) is subharmonic and the
components W2k(t — 451") and Vl/zk..1(t - dy) of W(t — ¢_,) are, respectively,
even and odd function, for k = 1, . . . ,n .

In the above example the assumptions on the linear part can be consid-
erably weakened.

EXAMPLE 5.3 Let m 2 2 be a fixed integer. We analyze the existence
and bifurcation of classicals solutions of the boundary value problem on the
disc B = {w 6 IR2/|w| < 1}, defined by:

{
(A + A)“ = rm +9014?) + Mum) + #f(w), w E B

(5-3)
u(w)=0, 1.0663;

where:



(a) p and p are small parameters;

(c) ( giw) = f(w) and f(Sw) = f(w) where S is the matrix diag(1,—l)

(b) j : E —+ IR is Holder continuous with index a 6 (0,1) ;

f R

d : IR —> IR is a C'"+3 odd function with g' 0 = O and (3) 0 0;g g

(c) h : lit2 H “t, (u,p) ,_,. h(u,p) is a C'“'3 function which is odd in u and
of order o(lpul) as (U,Pl ‘“’ (0,0) 5

(f) ,\ : (2, where 5 is the first positive zero of the Bessel function J1(z).

Let Ck+°(§) be the space of the functions u : B H IR having partial
derivatives up to order k, which can be continuously extended up to E , and
the k-th derivatives are uniformly Holder continuous with index a.

Consider in Ck+°(E) the norm

Hunk“. = Hunk +1213 [Dfi'uL ,

where
k

IIUHk = Z SUP, sug IDBUOU)!
j=0 lfil=J weB

and
[Dfiu] : sup lu(w)—u(V)|_

w¢v lw— VI“
w,v€§

The boundary value problem (5.3) can be put into the abstract form
(2.1) by taking X dé‘ cg+°(§) = {u 6 0mm) /u(w) = o if w e BB} and
Z d—éf Gag?) with norms H “2-H. and I] “a respectively,

(Lu)(-) dé‘ (A + A)u(-) ; x H z ,

N(u,p)(-) = pu() + a3u3(-) + R(u,p)(-) : Br x A C X x IR H Z , where
a;, = %g(3)(0), Br = B(0,r) C X ; A is a small neighborhood of the origin
in IR and R(u,P)(') = 9(u(')) — °3u(')3 + h(u('),Pl -

Defining F : 0(2) H C(X) and f‘ : O(2) H £(Z) by f‘(¢)u(w) 6ch u(R¢w),
I",u(w) 4.5! u(Sw), PM) d=er FWVX and P, 4-5 fir/X we see that hypothe-
ses (H1), (H2) and (H3) are satisfied, with a = 0, u1(F,0) = 1010-39) =



J1(\/A_F) cosfi and u;(i,€) = w2(F,0) = J,(\/XF) sin0 , in polar coordinates
and kerL = span{u,,uz}.

The projections P G £(X) and Q E £(Z) are defined by

==%E/f)uJ(-w)dw wj()s

and P = Q/X , where l—— 7r fol rJ’(\/Xr)dr
Since 00 = 3—"31 for] f(\/Xr)dr 94 D, it follows that, for A—— (p, p) in a

small neighborhood of origin in IR, there exist small 21r- periodic solutions
of (5.3), with phases ¢j =ji, j= (l,...,m —1.

In polar coordinates these solutions have the form :(r,¢j,/\)(r',9) =
rI"(¢>J-)u1(F,9) + v‘(r,¢j,)\)(f‘,9). They are 2f-periodic if r = 0 and 27r-

periodic in 9 if r # 0.

For the special case where f(w)=f(F,9)d_—5f4~1-(r'2—1)—Jm(\/17F)cos may—A),
with Jm(\/i;) = O ( Jm is the Bessel functions of order m ) the bifurcation
equations are given by:

P = —Ao(¢j)#2 + 0012): ¢,~ =j
in the case m = 2, and

772 2
p = <— — Ac) 11 + 0012)

0.0

in the case m 2 3, where

37T03
Ao(0) = /1r~73(\/5-r)l(1—r’)Jz(x/l7-r)+(r’—1)’+éthfA-flldr,

37r£a3mg 1= jo Jim-r)[<r2+1>’+(r’—1)Jz(fi-r)+$J§<fi~r>]dr
37ra3

A0 =
2

/01rJ12(\/X-r)[(rz—-1)+%J3,(\/;-r)]dr

and
if m > 3

n 2:
—31a; fol rJ3(\/'7-T)J3(\/X'T)dr If m = 3 -

Consider now the problem (5. 3), with m even. The function fo(w)—
f(w). B H IR and the homogeneous polynomial Q,,,,H(u)(w)def= "‘“(w).
X H Z are respectively in spaces D?" and H?“ and they satisfy:

d_ef

m(m +1)1r
5(Qm+1)(Kf0)2) = 2m-1l

[01 r(r’ +1)Jm(\/17 - r)J'{"(\/A—- r)dr > 0 .



It follows that, for most pairs (9, f), satisfying the conditions (d) and (b),
the boundary value problem (5.3) with p # 0 in C§+°(B) has only solutions
u(F,9) which are either harmonic and even or subharmonic solutions with
phases ct, = ji, such that, u(F,0 — 415) are even forj = O, . . . ,m -—1.
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